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A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one electrical
circuit to another, or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the transformer
produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a varying
electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical energy can
be transferred between separate coils without a metallic conductive connection between the
two circuits. Faraday's law of induction , discovered in , describes the induced voltage effect in
any coil due to a changing magnetic flux encircled by the coil. Transformers are most
commonly used for increasing low AC voltages at high current a step-up transformer or
decreasing high AC voltages at low current a step-down transformer in electric power
applications, and for coupling the stages of signal-processing circuits. Transformers can also
be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the voltage out, with separate coils not
electrically bonded to one another. Since the invention of the first constant-potential
transformer in , transformers have become essential for the transmission , distribution , and
utilization of alternating current electric power. Transformers range in size from RF
transformers less than a cubic centimeter in volume, to units weighing hundreds of tons used
to interconnect the power grid. By law of conservation of energy , apparent , real and reactive
power are each conserved in the input and output:. Combining eq. By Ohm's law and ideal
transformer identity:. An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and
perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and
winding inductances and zero net magnetomotive force i. A varying current in the transformer's
primary winding attempts to create a varying magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is
also encircled by the secondary winding. This varying flux at the secondary winding induces a
varying electromotive force EMF, voltage in the secondary winding due to electromagnetic
induction and the secondary current so produced creates a flux equal and opposite to that
produced by the primary winding, in accordance with Lenz's law. The windings are wound
around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all of the magnetic flux passes
through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage source connected to the
primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the transformer currents flow
in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to zero. According to
Faraday's law , since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary
windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding proportional to its
number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly proportional to the
winding turns ratio. The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. The load impedance referred to
the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times the secondary circuit load
impedance. Three kinds of parasitic capacitance are usually considered and the closed-loop
equations are provided [10]. However, the capacitance effect can be measured by comparing
open-circuit inductance, i. The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the
primary winding links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux
traverses paths that take it outside the windings. It is not directly a power loss, but results in
inferior voltage regulation , causing the secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the
primary voltage, particularly under heavy load. In some applications increased leakage is
desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be
introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-circuit current it will supply. Air gaps are
also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency transformers in
circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. Knowledge of leakage inductance is
also useful when transformers are operated in parallel. However, the impedance tolerances of
commercial transformers are significant. Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's
physical behavior may be represented by an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an
ideal transformer. Winding joule losses and leakage reactances are represented by the
following series loop impedances of the model:. R C and X M are collectively termed the
magnetizing branch of the model. Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy
current effects in the core and are proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a
given frequency. Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two
being non-linear due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit
shown are by definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in
transformer equivalent circuits. With open-circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch
current I 0 equals transformer no-load current. The resulting model, though sometimes termed
'exact' equivalent circuit based on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations.
This introduces error but allows combination of primary and referred secondary resistances
and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. Transformer equivalent circuit
impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from the following tests:
open-circuit test , short-circuit test , winding resistance test, and transformer ratio test. A dot

convention is often used in transformer circuit diagrams, nameplates or terminal markings to
define the relative polarity of transformer windings. Three-phase transformers used in electric
power systems will have a nameplate that indicate the phase relationships between their
terminals. This may be in the form of a phasor diagram, or using an alpha-numeric code to show
the type of internal connection wye or delta for each winding. The EMF of a transformer at a
given flux increases with frequency. However, properties such as core loss and conductor skin
effect also increase with frequency. Consequently, the transformers used to step-down the high
overhead line voltages were much larger and heavier for the same power rating than those
required for the higher frequencies. Operation of a transformer at its designed voltage but at a
higher frequency than intended will lead to reduced magnetizing current. At a lower frequency,
the magnetizing current will increase. Operation of a large transformer at other than its design
frequency may require assessment of voltages, losses, and cooling to establish if safe
operation is practical. Transformers may require protective relays to protect the transformer
from overvoltage at higher than rated frequency. One example is in traction transformers used
for electric multiple unit and high-speed train service operating across regions with different
electrical standards. At much higher frequencies the transformer core size required drops
dramatically: a physically small transformer can handle power levels that would require a
massive iron core at mains frequency. The development of switching power semiconductor
devices made switch-mode power supplies viable, to generate a high frequency, then change
the voltage level with a small transformer. Large power transformers are vulnerable to
insulation failure due to transient voltages with high-frequency components, such as caused in
switching or by lightning. Transformer energy losses are dominated by winding and core
losses. The efficiency of typical distribution transformers is between about 98 and 99 percent.
As transformer losses vary with load, it is often useful to tabulate no-load loss, full-load loss,
half-load loss, and so on. Hysteresis and eddy current losses are constant at all load levels and
dominate at no load, while winding loss increases as load increases. The no-load loss can be
significant, so that even an idle transformer constitutes a drain on the electrical supply.
Designing energy efficient transformers for lower loss requires a larger core, good-quality
silicon steel , or even amorphous steel for the core and thicker wire, increasing initial cost. The
choice of construction represents a trade-off between initial cost and operating cost.
Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings
surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the
transformer is shell form. At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to
be more prevalent. Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores
made of high permeability silicon steel. Each lamination is insulated from its neighbors by a
thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The effect of laminations is to confine eddy currents to
highly elliptical paths that enclose little flux, and so reduce their magnitude. Thinner
laminations reduce losses, [28] but are more laborious and expensive to construct. One
common design of laminated core is made from interleaved stacks of E-shaped steel sheets
capped with I-shaped pieces, leading to its name of 'E-I transformer'. The cut-core or C-core
type is made by winding a steel strip around a rectangular form and then bonding the layers
together. It is then cut in two, forming two C shapes, and the core assembled by binding the two
C halves together with a steel strap. A steel core's remanence means that it retains a static
magnetic field when power is removed. When power is then reapplied, the residual field will
cause a high inrush current until the effect of the remaining magnetism is reduced, usually after
a few cycles of the applied AC waveform. On transformers connected to long, overhead power
transmission lines, induced currents due to geomagnetic disturbances during solar storms can
cause saturation of the core and operation of transformer protection devices. Distribution
transformers can achieve low no-load losses by using cores made with low-loss
high-permeability silicon steel or amorphous non-crystalline metal alloy. The higher initial cost
of the core material is offset over the life of the transformer by its lower losses at light load.
Powdered iron cores are used in circuits such as switch-mode power supplies that operate
above mains frequencies and up to a few tens of kilohertz. These materials combine high
magnetic permeability with high bulk electrical resistivity. For frequencies extending beyond the
VHF band , cores made from non-conductive magnetic ceramic materials called ferrites are
common. Toroidal transformers are built around a ring-shaped core, which, depending on
operating frequency, is made from a long strip of silicon steel or permalloy wound into a coil,
powdered iron, or ferrite. The closed ring shape eliminates air gaps inherent in the construction
of an E-I core. The primary and secondary coils are often wound concentrically to cover the
entire surface of the core. This minimizes the length of wire needed and provides screening to
minimize the core's magnetic field from generating electromagnetic interference. Toroidal
transformers are more efficient than the cheaper laminated E-I types for a similar power level.

Other advantages compared to E-I types, include smaller size about half , lower weight about
half , less mechanical hum making them superior in audio amplifiers , lower exterior magnetic
field about one tenth , low off-load losses making them more efficient in standby circuits ,
single-bolt mounting, and greater choice of shapes. The main disadvantages are higher cost
and limited power capacity see Classification parameters below. Because of the lack of a
residual gap in the magnetic path, toroidal transformers also tend to exhibit higher inrush
current, compared to laminated E-I types. Ferrite toroidal cores are used at higher frequencies,
typically between a few tens of kilohertz to hundreds of megahertz, to reduce losses, physical
size, and weight of inductive components. A drawback of toroidal transformer construction is
the higher labor cost of winding. This is because it is necessary to pass the entire length of a
coil winding through the core aperture each time a single turn is added to the coil. As a
consequence, toroidal transformers rated more than a few kVA are uncommon. Small
distribution transformers may achieve some of the benefits of a toroidal core by splitting it and
forcing it open, then inserting a bobbin containing primary and secondary windings. A
transformer can be produced by placing the windings near each other, an arrangement termed
an "air-core" transformer. An air-core transformer eliminates loss due to hysteresis in the core
material. Air-core transformers are unsuitable for use in power distribution, [12] but are
frequently employed in radio-frequency applications. The electrical conductor used for the
windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the individual turns must be electrically
insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels throughout every turn. For small
transformers, in which currents are low and the potential difference between adjacent turns is
small, the coils are often wound from enamelled magnet wire. Larger power transformers may
be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors insulated by oil-impregnated paper and
blocks of pressboard. High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of
kilohertz often have windings made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and
proximity effect losses. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the
conductor, and reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is
also more flexible than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. The windings of
signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to improve
high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved between
the sections of the other winding. Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate
points on the winding, usually on the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps
may be manually reconnected, or a manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing
taps. Automatic on-load tap changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on
equipment such as arc furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive
loads. Audio-frequency transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address
loudspeakers, have taps to allow adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped
transformer is often used in the output stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit.
Modulation transformers in AM transmitters are very similar. Small dry-type and
liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection and radiation heat
dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by forced-air cooling,
forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. The mineral oil and paper insulation
system has been extensively studied and used for more than years. Building regulations in
many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use dielectric fluids that are
less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. The tank of liquid filled
transformers often has radiators through which the liquid coolant circulates by natural
convection or fins. Some large transformers employ electric fans for forced-air cooling, pumps
for forced-liquid cooling, or have heat exchangers for water-cooling. Polychlorinated biphenyls
PCBs have properties that once favored their use as a dielectric coolant , though concerns over
their environmental persistence led to a widespread ban on their use. Some transformers,
instead of being liquid-filled, have their windings enclosed in sealed, pressurized tanks and
cooled by nitrogen or sulfur hexafluoride gas. Insulation must be provided between the
individual turns of the windings, between the windings, between windings and core, and at the
terminals of the winding. Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating
varnish on the wire. Layer of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of
windings, and between primary and secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or
dipped in a polymer resin to improve the strength of windings and protect them from moisture
or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated into the winding insulation using combinations of
vacuum and pressure during the coating process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the
limit, the entire coil may be placed in a mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block,
encapsulating the windings. Large oil-filled power transformers use windings wrapped with
insulating paper, which is impregnated with oil during assembly of the transformer. Oil-filled

transformers use highly refined mineral oil to insulate and cool the windings and core.
Construction of oil-filled transformers requires that the insulation covering the windings be
thoroughly dried of residual moisture before the oil is introduced. Drying may be done by
circulating hot air around the core, by circulating externally heated transformer oil, or by
vapor-phase drying VPD where an evaporated solvent transfers heat by condensation on the
coil and core. For small transformers, resistance heating by injection of current into the
windings is used. Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made
of polymers or porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide
careful control of the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. Various
specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although they all
share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction or
electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. In electric power
transmission , transformers allow transmission of electric power at high voltages, which
reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be located
economically at a distance from electrical consumers. In many electronic devices, a transformer
is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring to convenient values for the circuit
requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or through a switch mode power
supply. Signal and audio transformers are used to couple stages of amplifiers and to match
devices such as microphones and record players to the input of amplifiers. Audio transformers
allowed telephone circuits to carry on a two-way conversation over a single pair of wires. A
balun transformer converts a signal that is referenced to ground to a signal that has balanced
voltages to ground , such as between external cables and internal circuits. Isolation
transformers prevent leakage of current into the secondary circuit and are used in medical
equipment and at construction sites. Resonant transformers are used for coupling between
stages of radio receivers, or in high-voltage Tesla coils. Electromagnetic induction , the
principle of the operation of the transformer, was discovered independently by Michael Faraday
in and Joseph Henry in Faraday performed early experiments on induction between coils of
wire, including winding a pair of coils around an iron ring, thus creating the first toroidal
closed-core transformer. The first type of transformer to see wide use was the induction coil ,
invented by Rev. Nicholas Callan of Maynooth College , Ireland in Induction coils evolved from
scientists' and inventors' efforts to get higher voltages from batteries. Since batteries produce
direct current DC rather than AC, induction coils relied upon vibrating electrical contacts that
regularly interrupted the current in the primary to create the flux changes necessary for
induction. Between the s and the s, efforts to build better induction coils, mostly by trial and
error, slowly revealed the basic principles of transformers. By the s, efficient generators
producing alternating current AC were available, and it was found AC could power an induction
coil directly, without an interrupter. In , Russian engineer Pavel Yablochkov invented a lighting
system based on a set of induction coils where the primary windings were connected to a
source of AC. The secondary windings could be connected to several 'electric candles' arc
lamps of his own design. The coils Yablochkov employed functioned essentially as
transformers. In , the Ganz factory , Budapest, Hungary, began producing equipment for electric
lighting and, by , had installed over fifty systems in Austria-Hungary. Their AC systems used arc
and incandescent lamps, generators, and other equipment. Lucien Gaulard and John Dixon
Gibbs first exhibited a device with an open iron core called a 'secondary generator' in London in
, then sold the idea to the Westinghouse company in the United States. Induction coils with
open magnetic circuits are inefficient at transferring power to loads. Until about , the paradigm
for AC power transmission from a high voltage supply to a low voltage load was a series circuit.
Open-core transformers with a ratio near were connected with their primaries in series to allow
use of a high voltage for transmission while presenting a low voltage to the lamps. The inherent
flaw in this method was that turning off a single lamp or other electric device affected the
voltage supplied to all others on the same circuit. Many adjustable transformer designs were
introduced to compensate for this problematic characteristic of the series circuit, including
those employing methods of adjusting the core or bypassing the magnetic flux around part of a
coil. In both designs, the magnetic flux linking the primary and secondary windings traveled
almost entirely within the confines of the iron core, with no intentional path through air see
Toroidal cores below. The new transformers were 3. Transformers today are designed on the
principles discovered by the three engineers. They also popularized the word 'transformer' to
describe a device for altering the EMF of an electric current [71] although the term had already
been in use by He assigned to William Stanley the task of developing a device for commercial
use in United States. This design [76] was first used commercially in the US in [77] but
Westinghouse was intent on improving the Stanley design to make it unlike the ZBD type easy
and cheap to produce. Pre-wound copper coils could then be slid into place, and straight iron

plates laid in to create a closed magnetic circuit. Westinghouse otained a patent for the new
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cancellation of the Montana -class battleships, Iowa is the last lead ship of any class of United
States battleships and was the only ship of her class to have served in the Atlantic Ocean
during World War II. When transferred to the Pacific Fleet in , Iowa shelled beachheads at
Kwajalein and Eniwetok in advance of Allied amphibious landings and screened aircraft carriers
operating in the Marshall Islands. Halsey 's flag at the Japanese surrender in Tokyo Bay. During
the Korean War , Iowa was involved in raids on the North Korean coast, after which she was
decommissioned into the United States Navy reserve fleets , better known as the "mothball
fleet. In April , an explosion of undetermined origin wrecked its No. Iowa was decommissioned
for the last time in October after 19 total years of active service, and was initially stricken from
the Naval Vessel Register NVR in , before being reinstated from to to comply with federal laws
that required retention and maintenance of two Iowa -class battleships. McCrea in command.
With the advent of air power and the need to gain and maintain air superiority came a need to
protect the growing fleet of Allied aircraft carriers ; to this end, Iowa was fitted with an array of
Oerlikon 20 mm and Bofors 40 mm anti-aircraft guns to defend Allied carriers from enemy
airstrikes. On 24 February , Iowa put to sea for a shakedown in the Chesapeake Bay and along
the Atlantic coast. She got underway on 27 August for Argentia, Newfoundland , to counter the
threat of the German battleship Tirpitz which was reportedly operating in Norwegian waters,
before returning to the United States on 25 October for two weeks of maintenance at the Norfolk
Navy Yard. Porter which was involved in several mishaps, the most serious of which involved a
torpedo drill which went awry when a torpedo from William D. Porter discharged from its tube
and headed toward Iowa. Iowa was unhurt and trained her main guns on William D. Porter ,
concerned that the smaller ship may have been involved in some sort of assassination plot.
Iowa completed her presidential escort mission on 16 December by returning the President to
the United States. Sherman 's Task Group Her next assignment was to support air strikes
against the major Japanese naval and logistics base at Truk , Caroline Islands. Iowa , in
company with other ships, was detached from the support group on 16 February to conduct an
anti-shipping sweep around Truk, with the objective of destroying enemy naval vessels
escaping to the north. During this action, Iowa , along with her sister New Jersey , sank the
Japanese light cruiser Katori , the cruiser having escaped Truk the day before following
Operation Hailstone , the US air attack on Truk. Although struck by two Japanese 4. Iowa was
then detached to bombard enemy installations on Saipan and Tinian on 13â€”14 June, which
resulted in the destruction of a Japanese ammunition dump. On 19 June, in an engagement
known as the Battle of the Philippine Sea , Iowa , as part of the battle line of TF 58, helped repel
four massive air raids launched by the Japanese Middle Fleet. This resulted in the almost
complete destruction of Japanese carrier-based air-forces, with Iowa claiming the destruction of
three enemy aircraft. Iowa then joined in the pursuit of the fleeing enemy fleet, shooting down
one torpedo plane and assisting in splashing another. Throughout July, Iowa remained off the
Marianas supporting air strikes on the Palaus and landings on Guam. After a month's rest, Iowa
sailed from Eniwetok as part of the Third Fleet, and helped support the landings on Peleliu on
17 September. She then protected the carriers during air strikes against the Central Philippines
to neutralize enemy air power for the long-awaited invasion of the Philippines. On 25 October ,
when the ships of the Northern Force were almost within range of Iowa ' s guns, word arrived
that the Japanese Central Force was attacking a group of American escort carriers off Samar.
This threat to the American beachheads forced TF 38 to reverse course and steam to support
the vulnerable escort carrier fleet, but fierce resistance by the 7th Fleet in the Battle off Samar
had already caused the Japanese to retire and Iowa was denied a surface action. Following the
Battle of Leyte Gulf , Iowa remained in the waters off the Philippines screening carriers during
strikes against Luzon and Formosa. She sailed for the West Coast late in December On 18
December, the ships of TF 38 unexpectedly found themselves in a fight for their lives when
Typhoon Cobra overtook the forceâ€”seven fleet carriers, six light carriers, eight battleships, 15
cruisers, and about 50 destroyersâ€”during their attempt to refuel at sea. The task force
rendezvoused with Captain Jasper T. Acuff and his fueling group on 17 December with the
intention of refueling all ships in the task force and replacing lost aircraft. Although the sea had
been growing rougher all day, the nearby cyclonic disturbance gave relatively little warning of
its approach. On 18 December, the small but violent typhoon overtook the task force while many

of the ships were attempting to refuel. Many of the vessels were caught near the center of the
storm and buffeted by extreme seas and hurricane-force winds. Three destroyersâ€” Hull ,
Monaghan , and Spence â€”capsized and sank with nearly all hands, while a cruiser, five aircraft
carriers, and three destroyers suffered serious damage. Fires occurred in three carriers when
planes broke loose in their hangars, and some planes on various ships were swept overboard
or damaged beyond economical repair by fires or impacts. During the course of the overhaul
Iowa had her bridge area enclosed, and was outfitted with new search radars and fire-control
systems. Iowa sailed on 19 March for Okinawa, arriving on 15 April to relieve her sister ship New
Jersey. From 24 April, Iowa supported carrier operations which aimed to establish and maintain
air superiority for ground forces during their struggle for the island. On 29 and 30 July, Iowa
trained her guns on Kahoolawe for a bombardment and continued to support fast carrier strikes
until the cessation of hostilities on 15 August. Here, a number of sailors from Missouri were
temporarily stationed on Iowa for the duration of the surrender ceremony which took place
aboard Missouri. Iowa arrived in Seattle, Washington , on 15 October , then sailed for Long
Beach, California , where she engaged in training operations until returning to Japan in to serve
as flagship for the 5th Fleet. She returned to the United States on 25 March and resumed her
role as a training ship. During her usual routine of drills and maneuvers she also embarked
Naval Reserve elements and midshipmen for training. In July, following the Bikini atomic
experiments , the old battleship Nevada was selected as a target for a live fire exercise to be
carried out by Iowa and other sea and air assets of the navy. President Harry S. Truman also
sent US based troops, tanks, fighter and bomber aircraft, and a strong naval force to the area to
support South Korea. As part of the naval mobilization, Iowa was reactivated on 14 July , and
formally recommissioned on 25 August, with Captain William R. Smedberg, III, in command.
Iowa sailed for Korean waters in March Briscoe , Commander of the Seventh Fleet. In the
company of other naval vessels Iowa again engaged North Korean forces the following day, this
time against enemy troop concentrations, supply areas, and suspected gun positions in and
around Suwon Dan and Kojo. In support of South Korea's I Corps , Iowa shelled enemy
positions on 13 April, killing enemy soldiers, destroying six gun emplacements, and wrecking a
division headquarters. The next day she entered Wonsan Harbor and shelled warehouses,
observation posts and railroad marshaling yards before moving out to rejoin the UN flotilla
aiding ground forces around Kosong. On 20 April, in her first combat action above the 38th
parallel , Iowa shelled railroad lines at Tanchon , where four railroad tunnels were destroyed,
before sailing to Chindong and Kosong for a two-day bombardment of North Korean positions.
Upon arrival, Iowa proceeded to shell the industrial and rail transportation centers in Chongjin,
after which she moved south to aid the US X Corps. Cooper, who assumed command of the
battleship for the remainder of her Korean War tour. On 23 September, General Mark W. Clark
observed Iowa in action as her guns shelled the Wonsan area for a third time, accounting for the
destruction of a major enemy ammunition dump. On 25 September, Iowa fired her guns at an
enemy railroad and car train. During these operations, 16, rounds were fired from her main and
secondary batteries on enemy installations. Wooldridge , commander of the 2nd Fleet. Upon
completion of this exercise, Iowa operated in the Virginia Capes area. Later, in September , she
became the flagship of Rear Admiral R. She departed on a midshipman training cruise on 1
June, and upon her return entered Norfolk for a four-month overhaul. Afterward, Iowa continued
intermittent training cruises and operational exercises, until 4 January when she departed
Norfolk for duty with the 6th Fleet in the Mediterranean. Lehman 's effort to create an expanded
ship Navy , Iowa was reactivated in and moved under tow to Avondale Shipyard near New
Orleans , Louisiana , for refitting and equipment modernization in advance of her planned
recommissioning. Iowa was then towed to Ingalls Shipbuilding , Pascagoula, Mississippi , [5]
where over the next several months the battleship was upgraded with the most advanced
weaponry available. Among the new weapons systems installed were four MK quad cell
launchers for 16 AGM Harpoon anti-ship missiles, eight Armored Box Launcher mounts for 32
BGM Tomahawk missiles, and a quartet of Phalanx Close-in weapon system Gatling guns for
defense against enemy anti-ship missiles and enemy aircraft. After a short period in her new
home port of Norfolk, VA she spent the two periods of time during the rest of and early
conduction "presence" operations shakedown in the area around Central America. During this
time she transitted the Panama Canal to operate off the west coast of Central America while
also conducting people-to-people humanitarian operations, including in El Salvador, Costa Rica
and Honduras , [5] [26] before returning to the United States in April for a period of routine
maintenance. Owing to bad weather, Iowa and the other ships were forced to ride out rough
seas, but Iowa made use of the time to practice hiding herself from enemy forces. While serving
with the exercise force, Iowa crossed the Arctic Circle. Beginning on 17 March , Iowa underwent
her overdue InSurv inspection. The inspection, which Iowa ultimately failed, was conducted

under the supervision of Rear Admiral John D. Rejecting this advice, Lehman instead instructed
the leaders of the Atlantic Fleet to ensure that Iowa ' s deficiencies were corrected. Afterward,
Iowa returned to the waters around Central America and conducted drills and exercises while
providing a military presence to friendly nations. On 17 August, Iowa set sail for the North
Atlantic, and in September she participated in Exercise Northern Wedding by ferrying Marines
ashore and assisting helicopter gunships. During the live fire exercise, a small number of Iowa
marines were put ashore to monitor the fall of shot and advise the battleship of gunnery
corrections. The drone was designed to serve as an aerial spotter for the battleship's guns,
thereby allowing the guns to be used against an enemy without the need for an airplane or
helicopter spotter. Pioneer passed its tests and made its first deployment that same month
aboard Iowa. From Januaryâ€”September Iowa operated in the waters in and around Central
America and participated in several exercises until sailing for the Mediterranean Sea on 10
September to join the 6th Fleet based there. She remained in the Mediterranean until 22
October, when she was detached from the 6th Fleet and departed for operations in the North
Sea. In April, she participated in the annual Fleet Week celebrations before returning to Norfolk
for an overhaul. Encountering difficulty in conning the ship through shallow water, Moosally
narrowly missed colliding with the frigate Moinester , destroyer Farragut , and the cruiser South
Carolina before running aground in soft mud outside the bay's main ship channel near the
Thimble Shoals. After one hour, Iowa was able to extricate herself without damage and return to
port. In February, the battleship sailed for New Orleans for a port visit before departing for
Norfolk. On 10 April, the battleship was visited by the commander of the 2nd Fleet, and on 13
April she sailed to participate in a fleet exercise. A gunner's mate in the powder magazine room
quickly flooded the No. Although the Navy was satisfied with the investigation and its results,
[41] others were unconvinced, [44] and in October , amid increasing criticism, Congress forced
the Navy to reopen the investigation. While Iowa was undergoing modernization in the early s,
her sister ship New Jersey had been dispatched to Lebanon to provide offshore fire support.
Powder from the same lot as the one under investigation was tested at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center Dahlgren Division. Spontaneous combustion was achieved with the powder,
which had been originally milled in the s and improperly stored in a barge at the Navy's
Yorktown, Virginia Naval Weapons Station during a dry-docking of Iowa. This revelation
resulted in a shift in the Navy's position on the incident, and Admiral Frank Kelso , the Chief of
Naval Operations at the time, publicly apologized to the Hartwig family, concluding that there
was no real evidence to support the claim that he had intentionally killed the other sailors. With
the collapse of the Soviet Union in the early s and the lack of a perceived threat against the
United States came drastic cuts to the defense budget and the battleships were deemed
uneconomical. As a result, Iowa was decommissioned for the last time on 26 October , after a
total of 19 years of commissioned service. She was the first of the reactivated battleships to be
decommissioned, and this was done earlier than originally planned as a result of the damaged
turret. She and her sister ships had been struck previously in Section of the National Defense
Authorization Act of required the US Navy to reinstate to the Naval Vessel Register two of the
Iowa -class battleships that had been struck by the Navy in ; these ships were to be maintained
in the United States Navy reserve fleets or "mothball fleet". The Navy was to ensure that both of
the reinstated battleships were in good condition and could be reactivated for use in the Marine
Corps' amphibious operations. The cost to fix New Jersey was considered less than the cost to
fix Iowa ; [22] as a result, New Jersey and Wisconsin were reinstated to the Naval Vessel
Register and placed back in the reserve fleet. The Act also required the Secretary of the Navy to
strike New Jersey from the Naval Vessel Register and transfer the battleship to a not-for-profit
entity in accordance with section of Title 10, United States Code. It also required the transferee
to locate the battleship in the State of New Jersey. On 17 March , the Secretary of the Navy
struck Iowa and Wisconsin from the NVR, which cleared the way for both ships to be donated
for use as museum ships ; but the United States Congress remained "deeply concerned" over
the loss of the naval surface gunfire support that the battleships provided, and noted that "navy
efforts to improve upon, much less replace, this capability have been highly problematic. In
October the Navy informed HSMPS that they were the only viable candidate to acquire Iowa ,
and their application would be further reviewed after evidence was presented that financing was
in place, and when the Stockton and San Francisco groups withdrew or failed to submit a final
application respectively. After rehabilitation at the Port of Richmond , California beginning in
October , she was towed to and eventually berthed in the Port of Los Angeles. The Battleship
Expo at the Port of Richmond included shipboard access and other exhibits such as inch shells,
a short film about the battleship, and other exhibits. After being anchored off the Southern
California coast to have her hull scrubbed to remove any invasive species or contaminants, on
9 June she was permanently docked in San Pedro at Berth 87, along the Main Channel, directly
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Vista Trench warfare is a type of land warfare using occupied fighting lines largely comprising
military trenches , in which troops are well-protected from the enemy's small arms fire and are
substantially sheltered from artillery. Trench warfare became archetypically associated with
World War I â€” , when the Race to the Sea rapidly expanded trench use on the Western Front
starting in September Trench warfare proliferated when a revolution in firepower was not
matched by similar advances in mobility , resulting in a gruelling form of warfare in which the
defender held the advantage. The area between opposing trench lines known as " no man's land
" was fully exposed to artillery fire from both sides. Attacks, even if successful, often sustained
severe casualties. The development of armoured warfare and combined arms tactics permitted
static lines to be bypassed and defeated, leading to the decline of trench warfare after the war.
Following World War I, "trench warfare" became a byword for stalemate, attrition , sieges , and
futility in conflict. Field works are as old as armies. Roman legions , when in the presence of an
enemy, entrenched camps nightly when on the move. In early modern warfare troops used field
works to block possible lines of advance. British casualty rates of up to 45 percent, such as at
Gate Pa in and the Battle of Ohaeawai in , suggested that contemporary weaponry, such as
muskets and cannon, proved insufficient to dislodge defenders from a trench system. The
Crimean War â€” saw "massive trench works and trench warfare", [13] even though "the
modernity of the trench war was not immediately apparent to the contemporaries". Union and
Confederate armies employed field works and extensive trench systems in the American Civil

War â€” â€” most notably in the sieges of Vicksburg and Petersburg â€” , the latter of which
saw the first use by the Union Army of the rapid-fire Gatling gun , [15] the important precursor
to modern-day machine guns. Although technology had dramatically changed the nature of
warfare by , the armies of the major combatants had not fully absorbed the implications.
Fundamentally, as the range and rate of fire of rifled small-arms increased, a defender shielded
from enemy fire in a trench, at a house window, behind a large rock, or behind other cover was
often able to kill several approaching foes before they closed with his position. Attacks across
open ground became even more dangerous after the introduction of rapid-firing artillery ,
exemplified by the "French 75" , and high explosive fragmentation rounds. The increases in
firepower had outstripped the ability of infantry or even cavalry to cover the ground between
firing lines, and the ability of armour to withstand fire. It would take a revolution in mobility to
change that. The French and German armies adopted different tactical doctrines : the French
relied on the attack with speed and surprise, and the Germans relied on firepower , investing
heavily in howitzers and machine guns. The British lacked an official tactical doctrine, with an
officer corps that rejected theory in favour of pragmatism. While the armies expected to use
entrenchments and cover, they did not allow for the effect of defences in depth. They required a
deliberate approach to seizing positions from which fire support could be given for the next
phase of the attack, rather than a rapid move to break the enemy's line. Digging-in when
defending a position was a standard practice by the start of WWI. To attack frontally was to
court crippling losses, so an outflanking operation was the preferred method of attack against
an entrenched enemy. After the Battle of the Aisne in September , an extended series of
attempted flanking moves, and matching extensions to the fortified defensive lines, developed
into the " race to the sea ", by the end of which German and Allied armies had produced a
matched pair of trench lines from the Swiss border in the south to the North Sea coast of
Belgium. By the end of October , the whole front in Belgium and France had solidified into lines
of trenches, which lasted until the last weeks of the war. Mass infantry assaults were futile in
the face of artillery fire, as well as rapid rifle and machine-gun fire. Both sides concentrated on
breaking up enemy attacks and on protecting their own troops by digging deep into the ground.
Frontal assaults, and their associated casualties, became inevitable because the continuous
trench lines had no open flanks. Casualties of the defenders matched those of the attackers, as
vast reserves were expended in costly counter-attacks or exposed to the attacker's massed
artillery. There were periods in which rigid trench warfare broke down, such as during the Battle
of the Somme , but the lines never moved very far. The war would be won by the side that was
able to commit the last reserves to the Western Front. Armies were also limited by logistics. The
heavy use of artillery meant that ammunition expenditure was far higher in WWI than in any
previous conflict. Horses and carts were insufficient for transporting large quantities over long
distances, so armies had trouble moving far from railheads. This greatly slowed advances,
making it impossible for either side to achieve a breakthrough that would change the war. This
situation would only be altered in WWII with greater use of motorized vehicles. Trenches were
longer, deeper, and better defended by steel, concrete, and barbed wire than ever before. They
were far stronger and more effective than chains of forts, for they formed a continuous network,
sometimes with four or five parallel lines linked by interfacings. They were dug far below the
surface of the earth out of reach of the heaviest artillery Grand battles with the old maneuvers
were out of the question. Only by bombardment, sapping, and assault could the enemy be
shaken, and such operations had to be conducted on an immense scale to produce appreciable
results. Indeed, it is questionable whether the German lines in France could ever have been
broken if the Germans had not wasted their resources in unsuccessful assaults, and the
blockade by sea had not gradually cut off their supplies. In such warfare no single general could
strike a blow that would make him immortal; the "glory of fighting" sank down into the dirt and
mire of trenches and dugouts. Early World War I trenches were simple. They lacked traverses ,
and according to pre-war doctrine were to be packed with men fighting shoulder to shoulder.
This doctrine led to heavy casualties from artillery fire. This vulnerability, and the length of the
front to be defended, soon led to front line trenches being held by fewer men. The defenders
augmented the trenches themselves with barbed wire strung in front to impede movement;
wiring parties went out every night to repair and improve these forward defences. The small,
improvised trenches of the first few months grew deeper and more complex, gradually
becoming vast areas of interlocking defensive works. They resisted both artillery bombardment
and mass infantry assault. Shell-proof dugouts became a high priority. A well-developed trench
had to be at least 2. There were three standard ways to dig a trench: entrenching, sapping, and
tunnelling. Entrenching, where a man would stand on the surface and dig downwards, was most
efficient, as it allowed a large digging party to dig the full length of the trench simultaneously.
However, entrenching left the diggers exposed above ground and hence could only be carried

out when free of observation, such as in a rear area or at night. Sapping involved extending the
trench by digging away at the end face. The diggers were not exposed, but only one or two men
could work on the trench at a time. Tunnelling was like sapping except that a "roof" of soil was
left in place while the trench line was established and then removed when the trench was ready
to be occupied. Thereafter, the trench would require constant maintenance to prevent
deterioration caused by weather or shelling. The banked earth on the lip of the trench facing the
enemy was called the parapet and had a fire step. The embanked rear lip of the trench was
called the parados, which protected the soldier's back from shells falling behind the trench. The
sides of the trench were often revetted with sandbags , wire mesh , wooden frames and
sometimes roofs. The floor of the trench was usually covered by wooden duckboards. In later
designs the floor might be raised on a wooden frame to provide a drainage channel underneath.
The static movement of trench warfare and a need for protection from snipers created a
requirement for loopholes both for discharging firearms and for observation. Another means to
see over the parapet was the trench periscope â€” in its simplest form, just a stick with two
angled pieces of mirror at the top and bottom. A number of armies made use of the periscope
rifle , which enabled soldiers to snipe at the enemy without exposing themselves over the
parapet, although at the cost of reduced shooting accuracy. The device is most associated with
Australian and New Zealand troops at Gallipoli, where the Turks held the high ground. Dugouts
of varying degrees of comfort were built in the rear of the support trench. British dugouts were
usually 2. The Germans, who had based their knowledge on studies of the Russo-Japanese War
, [27] made something of a science out of designing and constructing defensive works. They
used reinforced concrete to construct deep, shell-proof, ventilated dugouts, as well as strategic
strongpoints. Trenches were never straight but were dug in a zigzagging or stepped pattern,
with all straight sections generally kept less than a dozen meters yards. Later, this evolved to
have the combat trenches broken into distinct fire bays connected by traverses. While this
isolated the view of friendly soldiers along their own trench, this ensured the entire trench could
not be enfiladed if the enemy gained access at any one point; or if a bomb, grenade, or shell
landed in the trench, the blast could not travel far. Very early in the war, British defensive
doctrine suggested a main trench system of three parallel lines, interconnected by
communications trenches. The point at which a communications trench intersected the front
trench was of critical importance, and it was usually heavily fortified. The front trench was
lightly garrisoned and typically only occupied in force during "stand to" at dawn and dusk. This
defensive layout was soon rendered obsolete as the power of artillery grew; however, in certain
sectors of the front, the support trench was maintained as a decoy to attract the enemy
bombardment away from the front and reserve lines. Fires were lit in the support line to make it
appear inhabited and any damage done immediately repaired. Temporary trenches were also
built. When a major attack was planned, assembly trenches would be dug near the front trench.
These were used to provide a sheltered place for the waves of attacking troops who would
follow the first waves leaving from the front trench. They fulfilled a variety of purposes, such as
connecting the front trench to a listening post close to the enemy wire or providing an advance
"jumping-off" line for a surprise attack. When one side's front line bulged towards the
opposition, a salient was formed. The concave trench line facing the salient was called a
"re-entrant. Behind the front system of trenches there were usually at least two more partially
prepared trench systems, kilometres to the rear, ready to be occupied in the event of a retreat.
The Germans often prepared multiple redundant trench systems; in their Somme front featured
two complete trench systems, one kilometre apart, with a third partially completed system a
further kilometre behind. This duplication made a decisive breakthrough virtually impossible. In
the event that a section of the first trench system was captured, a "switch" trench would be dug
to connect the second trench system to the still-held section of the first. Although the barbs or
razors might cause minor injuries, the purpose was to entangle the limbs of enemy soldiers,
forcing them to stop and methodically pull or work the wire off, likely taking several seconds, or
even longer. This is deadly when the wire is emplaced at points of maximum exposure to
concentrated enemy firepower, in plain sight of enemy fire bays and machine guns. The
combination of wire and firepower was the cause of most failed attacks in trench warfare and
their very high casualties. Liddell Hart identified barbed wire and the machine gun as the
elements that had to be broken to regain a mobile battlefield. A basic wire line could be created
by draping several strands of barbed wire between wooden posts driven into the ground. Loose
lines of wire can be more effective in entangling than tight ones, and it was common to use the
coils of barbed wire as delivered only partially stretched out, called concertina wire. Placing and
repairing wire in no man's land relied on stealth, usually done at night by special wiring parties ,
who could also be tasked with secretly sabotaging enemy wires. The screw picket , invented by
the Germans and later adopted by the Allies during the war, was quieter than driving stakes.

Methods to defeat it are rudimentary. Prolonged artillery bombardment could damage them, but
not reliably. The first soldier meeting the wire could jump onto the top of it, hopefully
depressing it enough for those that followed to get over him; this still took at least one soldier
out of action for each line of wire. In World War I, British and Commonwealth forces relied on
wire cutters , which proved unable to cope with the heavier gauge German wire. The barbed
wire used differed between nations; the German wire was heavier gauge, and British wire
cutters, designed for the thinner native product, were unable to cut it. The confined, static, and
subterranean nature of trench warfare resulted in it developing its own peculiar form of
geography. In the forward zone, the conventional transport infrastructure of roads and rail were
replaced by the network of trenches and trench railways. The critical advantage that could be
gained by holding the high ground meant that minor hills and ridges gained enormous
significance. Many slight hills and valleys were so subtle as to have been nameless until the
front line encroached upon them. Some hills were named for their height in metres, such as Hill
A farmhouse, windmill, quarry, or copse of trees would become the focus of a determined
struggle simply because it was the largest identifiable feature. However, it would not take the
artillery long to obliterate it, so that thereafter it became just a name on a map. The battlefield of
Flanders presented numerous problems for the practice of trench warfare, especially for the
Allied forces, mainly British and Canadians, who were often compelled to occupy the low
ground. Heavy shelling quickly destroyed the network of ditches and water channels which had
previously drained this low-lying area of Belgium. In most places, the water table was only a
metre or so below the surface, meaning that any trench dug in the ground would quickly flood.
Consequently, many "trenches" in Flanders were actually above ground and constructed from
massive breastworks of sandbags filled with clay. Initially, both the parapet and parados of the
trench were built in this way, but a later technique was to dispense with the parados for much of
the trench line, thus exposing the rear of the trench to fire from the reserve line in case the front
was breached. The Ortler had an artillery position on its summit near the front line. The
trench-line management and trench profiles had to be adapted to the rough terrain, hard rock,
and harsh weather conditions. Many trench systems were constructed within glaciers such as
the Adamello-Presanella group or the famous city below the ice on the Marmolada in the
Dolomites. The space between the opposing trenches was referred to as "no man's land" and
varied in width depending on the battlefield. After the German withdrawal to the Hindenburg line
in March , no man's land stretched to over a kilometre in places. On the Eastern Front and in the
Middle East, the areas to be covered were so vast, and the distances from the factories
supplying shells, bullets, concrete and barbed wire so great, trench warfare in the West
European style often did not occur. At the start of the First World War, the standard infantry
soldier's primary weapons were the rifle and bayonet ; other weapons got less attention.
Especially for the British, what hand grenades were issued tended to be few in numbers and
less effective. This emphasis began to shift as soon as trench warfare began; militaries rushed
improved grenades into mass production, including rifle grenades. The hand grenade came to
be one of the primary infantry weapons of trench warfare. Both sides were quick to raise
specialist grenadier groups. The grenade enabled a soldier to engage the enemy without
exposing himself to fire, and it did not require precise accuracy to kill or maim. Another benefit
was that if a soldier could get close enough to the trenches, enemies hiding in trenches could
be attacked. The Germans and Turks were well equipped with grenades from the start of the
war, but the British, who had ceased using grenadiers in the s and did not anticipate a siege
war, entered the conflict with virtually none, so soldiers had to improvise bombs with whatever
was available see Jam Tin Grenade. By late , the British Mills bomb had entered wide
circulation, and by the end of the war 75 million had been used. Since the troops were often not
adequately equipped for trench warfare, improvised weapons were common in the first
encounters, such as short wooden clubs and metal maces , spears , hatchets , hammers ,
entrenching tools , as well as trench knives and brass knuckles. According to the
semi-biographical war novel All Quiet on the Western Front , many soldiers preferred to use a
sharpened spade as an improvised melee weapon instead of the bayonet, as the bayonet tended
to get "stuck" in stabbed opponents, rendering it useless in heated battle. The shorter length
also made them easier to use in the confined quarters of the trenches. These tools could then
be used to dig in after they had taken a trench. Modern military digging tools are as a rule
designed to also function as a melee weapon. As the war progressed, better equipment was
issued, and improvised arms were discarded. They cleared surviving enemy personnel from
recently overrun trenches and made clandestine raids into enemy trenches to gather
intelligence. Volunteers for this dangerous work were often exempted from participation in
frontal assaults over open ground and from routine work like filling sandbags, draining
trenches, and repairing barbed wire in no-man's land. When allowed to choose their own

weapons, many selected grenades, knives and pistols. FN M pistols were highly regarded for
this work, but never available in adequate quantities. Various mechanical devices were invented
for throwing hand grenades into enemy trenches. By , catapult weapons were largely replaced
by rifle grenades and mortars. The Germans employed Flammenwerfer flamethrowers during
the war for the first time against the French on 25 June , then against the British 30 July in
Hooge. The technology was in its infancy, and use was not very common until the end of when
portability and reliability were improved. It was used in more than documented battles. Used by
American soldiers in the Western front, the pump action shotgun was a formidable weapon in
short range combat, enough so that Germany lodged a formal protest against their use on 14
September , stating "every prisoner found to have in his possession such guns or ammunition
belonging thereto forfeits his life", though this threat was apparently never carried out. The U.
Anzac and some British soldiers were also known to use sawn-off shotguns in trench raids,
because of their portability, effectiveness at close range, and ease of use in the confines of a
trench. This practice was not officially sanctioned, and the shotguns used were invariably
modified sporting guns. The Germans embraced the machine gun from the outsetâ€”in , sixteen
units were equipped with the 'Maschinengewehr'â€”and the machine gun crews were the elite
infantry units; these units were attached to Jaeger light infantry battalions. By , British infantry
units were armed with two Vickers machine guns per battalion; the Germans had six per
battalion, and the Russians eight. At Gallipoli and in Palestine the Turks provided the infantry,
but it was usually Germans who manned the machine guns. The British High Command were
less enthusiastic about machine guns, supposedly considering the weapon too "unsporting"
and encouraging defensive fighting; and they lagged behind the Germans in adopting it. Field
Marshal Sir Douglas Haig is quoted as saying in , "The machine gun is a much overrated
weapon; two per battalion is more than sufficient". It was the Canadians that made the best
practice, pioneering area denial and indirect fire soon adopted by all Allied armies under the
guidance of former French Army Reserve officer Major General Raymond Brutinel. Minutes
before the attack on Vimy Ridge the Canadians thickened the artillery barrage by aiming
machine guns indirectly to deliver plunging fire on the Germans. They also significantly
increased the number of machine guns per battalion. To match demand, production of the
Vickers machine gun was contracted to firms in the United States. By , every company in the
British forces were also equipped with four Lewis light machine guns , which significantly
enhanced their firepower. The heavy machine gun was a specialist weapon, and in a static
trench system was employed in a scientific manner, with carefully calculated fields of fire, so
that at a moment's notice an accurate burst could be fired at the enemy's parapet or a break in
the wire. Equally it could be used as light artillery in bombarding distant trenches. Heavy
machine guns required teams of up to eight men to move them, maintain them, and keep them
supplied with ammunition. This made them impractical for offensive manoeuvres, contributing
to the stalemate on the Western Front. One machine gun nest was theoretically able to mow
down hundreds of enemies charging in the open through no man's land. However, while WWI
machine guns were able to shoot hundreds of rounds per minute in theory, they were still prone
to overheating and jamming, which often necessitated firing in short bursts. In and , new types
of weapons were fielded. They changed the face of warfare tactics and were later employed
during World War II. The French introduced the CSRG Chauchat during Spring around the
concept of " walking fire ", employed in when , weapons were fielded. More than 80, of the best
shooters received the semi-automatic RSC rifle, allowing them to rapid fire at waves of attacking
soldiers. Firing ports were installed in the newly arrived Renault FT tanks. It was primarily used
to destroy German machine gun nests and concrete reinforced pillboxes with high explosive
and armour-piercing rounds. A new type of machine gun was introduced in Initially an aircraft
weapon, the Bergmann LMG 15 was modified for ground use, [ citation needed ] with the later
dedicated ground version being the LMG 15 n. It later inspired the MG 30 and the MG 34 as well
as the concept of the general-purpose machine gun. What became known as the submachine
gun had its genesis in World War I, developed around the concepts of infiltration and fire and
movement, specifically to clear trenches of enemy soldiers when engagements were unlikely to
occur beyond a range of a few feet. The MP 18 was the first practical submachine gun used in
combat. It was fielded in by the German Army as the primary weapon of the stormtroopers â€”
assault groups that specialised in trench combat. Around the same time, the Italians had
developed the Beretta M submachine gun, based on a design from earlier in the war. Artillery
dominated the battlefields of trench warfare. An infantry attack was rarely successful if it
advanced beyond the range of its supporting artillery. In addition to bombarding the enemy
infantry in the trenches, the artillery could be used to precede infantry advances with a creeping
barrage , or engage in counter-battery duels to try to destroy the enemy's guns. Artillery mainly
fired fragmentation , high-explosive , shrapnel or, later in the war, gas shells. The British

experimented with firing thermite incendiary shells, to set trees and ruins alight. However, all
armies experienced shell shortages during the first year or two of World War I, due to
underestimating their usage in intensive combat. This knowledge had been gained by the
combatant nations in the Russo-Japanese War , when daily artillery fire consumed ten times
more than daily factory output, but had not been applied. Artillery pieces were of two types:
infantry support guns and howitzers. Guns fired high-velocity shells over a flat trajectory and
were often used to deliver fragmentation and to cut barbed wire. Howitzers lofted the shell over
a high trajectory so it plunged into the ground. The largest calibers were usually howitzers. A
critical feature of period artillery pieces was the hydraulic recoil mechanism , which meant the
gun did not need to be re-aimed after each shot, permitting a tremendous increase in rate of fire.
Initially each gun would need to register its aim on a known target, in view of an observer, in
order to fire with precision during a battle. The process of gun registration would often alert the
enemy an attack was being planned. Towards the end of , artillery techniques were developed
enabling fire to be delivered accurately without registration on the battlefieldâ€”the gun
registration was done behind the lines then the pre-registered guns were brought up to the front
for a surprise attack. Mortars , which lobbed a shell in a high arc over a relatively short distance,
were widely used in trench fighting for harassing the forward trenches, for cutting wire in
preparation for a raid or attack, and for destroying dugouts, saps and other entrenchments. In ,
the British fired a total of mortar shells; in , they fired over 6,, Similarly, howitzers, which fire on
a more direct arc than mortars, raised in number from over 1, shells in , to over 4,, in The
smaller numerical difference in mortar rounds, as opposed to howitzer rounds, is presumed by
many to be related to the expanded costs of manufacturing the larger and more resource
intensive howitzer rounds. The main British mortar was the Stokes , a precursor of the modern
mortar. It was a light mortar, simple in operation, and capable of a rapid rate of fire by virtue of
the propellant cartridge being attached to the base shell. To fire the Stokes mortar, the round
was simply dropped into the tube, where the percussion cartridge was detonated when it struck
the firing pin at the bottom of the barrel, thus being launched. The Germans used a range of
mortars. The smallest were grenade-throwers ' Granatenwerfer ' which fired the stick grenades
which were commonly used. Their medium trench-mortars were called mine-throwers '
Minenwerfer '. The flight of the missile was so slow and leisurely that men on the receiving end
could make some attempt to seek shelter. Mortars had certain advantages over artillery such as
being much more portable and the ability to fire without leaving the relative safety of trenches.
Moreover, Mortar were able to fire directly into the trenches, which was hard to do with artillery.
The fundamental strategy of trench warfare in World War I was to defend one's own position
strongly while trying to achieve a breakthrough into the enemy's rear. The effect was to end up
in attrition ; the process of progressively grinding down the opposition's resources until,
ultimately, they are no longer able to wage war. This did not prevent the ambitious commander
from pursuing the strategy of annihilationâ€”the ideal of an offensive battle which produces
victory in one decisive engagement. The Commander in Chief of the British forces during most
of World War I, General Douglas Haig , was constantly seeking a "breakthrough" which could
then be exploited with cavalry divisions. His major trench offensivesâ€”the Somme in and
Flanders in â€”were conceived as breakthrough battles but both degenerated into costly
attrition. The Germans actively pursued a strategy of attrition in the Battle of Verdun , the sole
purpose of which was to "bleed the French Army white". At the same time the Allies needed to
mount offensives in order to draw attention away from other hard-pressed areas of the line. The
popular image of a trench assault is of a wave of soldiers, bayonets fixed, going "over the top"
and marching in a line across no man's land into a hail of enemy fire. This was the standard
method early in the war; it was rarely successful. More common was an attack at night from an
advanced post in no man's land, having cut the barbed wire beforehand. In , the Germans
innovated with infiltration tactics where small groups of highly trained and well-equipped troops
would attack vulnerable points and bypass strong points, driving deep into the rear areas. The
distance they could advance was still limited by their ability to supply and communicate. The
role of artillery in an infantry attack was twofold. The first aim of a bombardment was to prepare
the ground for an infantry assault, killing or demoralising the enemy garrison and destroying
their defences. The duration of these initial bombardments varied, from seconds to days.
Artillery bombardments prior to infantry assaults were often ineffective at destroying enemy
defences, only serving to provide advance notice of an attack. The British bombardment that
began the Battle of the Somme lasted eight days but did little damage to either the German
barbed wire or their deep dug-outs, where defenders were able to wait out the bombardment in
relative safety. Once the guns stopped, the defenders had time to emerge and were usually
ready for the attacking infantry. The second aim was to protect the attacking infantry by
providing an impenetrable " barrage " or curtain of shells to prevent an enemy counter-attack.

The first attempt at sophistication was the "lifting barrage" where the first objective of an attack
was intensely bombarded for a period before the entire barrage "lifted" to fall on a second
objective farther back. However, this usually expected too much of the infantry, and the usual
outcome was that the barrage would outpace the attackers, leaving them without protection.
This resulted in the use of the "creeping barrage" which would lift more frequently but in
smaller steps, sweeping the ground ahead and moving so slowly that the attackers could
usually follow closely behind it. This became the standard method of attack from late onward.
The main benefit of the barrage was suppression of the enemy rather than to cause casualties
or material damage. Capturing the objective was half the battle, but the battle was only won if
the objective was held. The attacking force would have to advance with not only the weapons
required to capture a trench but also the toolsâ€”sandbags, picks and shovels, barbed
wireâ€”to fortify and defend from counter-attack. A successful advance would take the
attackers beyond the range of their own field artillery, making them vulnerable, and it took time
to move guns up over broken ground. The Germans placed great emphasis on immediately
counter-attacking to regain lost ground. This strategy cost them dearly in when the British
started to limit their advances so as to be able to meet the anticipated counter-attack from a
position of strength. Part of the British artillery was positioned close behind the original start
line and took no part in the initial bombardment, so as to be ready to support later phases of the
operation while other guns were moved up. The Germans were the first to apply the concept of
"defence in depth", where the front-line zone was hundreds of metres deep and contained a
series of redoubts rather than a continuous trench. Each redoubt could provide supporting fire
to its neighbours, and while the attackers had freedom of movement between the redoubts, they
would be subjected to withering enfilade fire. They were also more willing than their opponents
to make a strategic withdrawal to a superior prepared defensive position. France, by contrast,
relied on artillery and reserves, not entrenchment. An individual unit's time in a front-line trench
was usually brief; from as little as one day to as much as two weeks at a time before being
relieved. The 31st Australian Battalion once spent 53 days in the line at Villers-Bretonneux , but
such a duration was a rare exception. The 10th Battalion, CEF , averaged front line tours of six
days in and With this rate of casualties and no reinforcements forthcoming, most of the men
were denied leave and had to serve long periods in the trenches with some units spending up to
six consecutive months in the front line with little to no leave during that time. Even when in the
front line, the typical battalion would only be called upon to engage in fighting a handful of
times a year: making an attack, defending against an attack or participating in a raid. The
frequency of combat would increase for the units of the "elite" fighting divisionsâ€”on the Allied
side; the British regular divisions, the Canadian Corps , the French XX Corps, and the Anzacs.
Some sectors of the front saw little activity throughout the war, making life in the trenches
comparatively easy. In contrast, some other sectors were in a perpetual state of violent activity.
On the Western Front, Ypres was invariably hellish, especially for the British in the exposed,
overlooked salient. However, even quiet sectors amassed daily casualties through sniper fire,
artillery, disease, and poison gas. In the first six months of , before the launch of the Somme
Offensive , the British did not engage in any significant battles on their sector of the Western
Front and yet suffered , casualties. Only 1 in 2 men would return alive and unwounded from the
trenches. A sector of the front would be allocated to an army corps , usually comprising three
divisions. Two divisions would occupy adjacent sections of the front, and the third would be in
rest to the rear. This breakdown of duty would continue down through the army structure, so
that within each front-line division, typically comprising three infantry brigades regiments for
the Germans , two brigades would occupy the front and the third would be in reserve. Within
each front-line brigade, typically comprising four battalions , two battalions would occupy the
front with two in reserve, and so on for companies and platoons. The lower down the structure
this division of duty proceeded, the more frequently the units would rotate from front-line duty
to support or reserve. During the day, snipers and artillery observers in balloons made
movement perilous, so the trenches were mostly quiet. It was during these daytime hours that
the soldiers would amuse themselves with trench magazines. Because of the peril associated
with daytime activities, trenches were busiest at night when the cover of darkness allowed
movement of troops and supplies, the maintenance and expansion of the barbed wire and
trench system, and reconnaissance of the enemy's defenses. Sentries in listening posts out in
no man's land would try to detect enemy patrols and working parties, or indications that an
attack was being prepared. Pioneered by the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry in
February , [44] trench raids were carried out in order to capture prisoners and "booty"â€”letters
and other documents to provide intelligence about the unit occupying the opposing trenches.
As the war progressed, raiding became part of the general British policy, the intention being to
maintain the fighting spirit of the troops and to deny no man's land to the Germans. As well,

they were intended to compel the enemy to reinforce, which exposed their troops to artillery
fire. Such dominance was achieved at a high cost when the enemy replied with their own
artillery, [44] and a post-war British analysis concluded the benefits were probably not worth the
cost. Early in the war, surprise raids would be mounted, particularly by the Canadians, but
increased vigilance made achieving surprise difficult as the war progressed. By , raids were
carefully planned exercises in combined arms and involved close co-operation between infantry
and artillery. A raid would begin with an intense artillery bombardment designed to drive off or
kill the front-trench garrison and cut the barbed wire. Then the bombardment would shift to
form a "box barrage", or cordon, around a section of the front line to prevent a counter-attack
intercepting the raid. However, the bombardment also had the effect of notifying the enemy of
the location of the planned attack, thus allowing reinforcements to be called in from wider
sectors. Approximately percent of all soldiers who fought in the First World War died as a
result. While the main cause of death in the trenches came from shelling and gunfire, diseases
and infections were always present, and became a massive burden for all sides as the war
progressed. Medical procedures, while considerably more effective than at any previous time in
history, were still not very helpful; antibiotics had not yet been discovered or invented. As a
result, an infection caught in a trench often went untreated and could fester until the soldier
died. The main killer in the trenches was artillery fire; around 75 percent of known casualties.
Artillery use increased tremendously during the war; for example, the percentage of the French
army that was artillerymen grew from 20 percent in to 38 percent by Once the war entered the
static phase of trench warfare, the number of lethal head wounds that troops were receiving
from fragmentation increased dramatically. The French were the first to see a need for greater
protection and began to introduce steel helmets in the summer of The Adrian helmet replaced
the traditional French kepi and was later adopted by the Belgian, Italian and many other armies.
At about the same time the British were developing their own helmets. The French design was
rejected as not strong enough and too difficult to mass-produce. The design that was eventually
approved by the British was the Brodie helmet. This had a wide brim to protect the wearer from
falling objects, but offered less protection to the wearer's neck. When the Americans entered
the war, this was the helmet they chose, though some units used the French Adrian helmet. The
predominant disease in the trenches of the Western Front was trench fever. Trench fever was a
common disease spread through the faeces of body lice , who were rampant in trenches.
Trench fever caused headaches, shin pain, splenomegaly , rashes and relapsing fevers resulting in lethargy for months. Early in the war, gas gangrene commonly developed in major
wounds, in part because the Clostridium bacteria responsible are ubiquitous in
manure-fertilized soil [50] common in western European agriculture, such as France and
Belgium , and dirt would often get into a wound or be rammed in by shrapnel, explosion, or
bullet. Entrenched soldiers also carried many intestinal parasites, such as ascariasis ,
trichuriasis and tapeworm. This ensured that parasites and diseases would spread onto rations
and food sources that would then be eaten by other soldiers. Trench foot was a common
environmental ailment affecting many soldiers, especially during the winter. It is one of several
immersion foot syndromes. It was characterized by numbness and pain in the feet, but in bad
cases could result in necrosis of the lower limbs. Trench foot was a large problem for the Allied
forces, resulting in American and 75, British casualties. To the surprise of medical
professionals at the time, there was no outbreak of typhus in the trenches of the Western Front,
despite the cold and harsh conditions being perfect for the reproduction of body lice that
transmit the disease. This outbreak resulted in approximately 2. Typhus is spread by body lice.
Millions of rats called the trenches home, and were often responsible for the spread of diseases.
Attempts to cull hordes of trench rats with rifle bayonets by soldiers were common early in the
war, but the rats reproduced faster than they could be killed. Rats would feed on half-eaten or
uneaten rations, as well as corpses. Many soldiers were more afraid of rats than other horrors
found in the trenches. Nervous and mental breakdowns amongst soldiers were common, due to
unrelenting shellfire and the claustrophobic trench environment. This condition came to be
known as " shell shock ", "war neurosis" or "battle hypnosis". British soldiers were officially
executed by their own side during this war numbered Throughout World War I, the major
combatants slowly developed different ways of breaking the stalemate of trench warfare; the
Germans focused more on new tactics while the British and French focused on tanks. As far
back as the 18th century, Prussian military doctrine stressed maneuver and force concentration
to achieve a decisive battle Vernichtungsgedanke. The German military searched for ways to
apply this in the face of trench warfare. Experiments with new tactics by Willy Rohr , a Prussian
captain serving in the Vosges mountains in , got the attention of the Minister of War. These
tactics carried Prussian military doctrine down to smallest units â€” specially trained troops
maneuvered and massed to assault positions they chose on their own. The German

stormtrooper methods involved men rushing forward in small groups using whatever cover was
available and laying down covering fire for other groups in the same unit as they moved
forward. The new tactics, intended to achieve surprise by disrupting entrenched enemy
positions, aimed to bypass strongpoints and to attack the weakest parts of an enemy's line.
Additionally, they acknowledged the futility of managing a grand detailed plan of operations
from afar, opting instead for junior officers on the spot to exercise initiative. The Germans
employed and improved infiltration tactics in a series of smaller to larger battles, each
increasingly successful, leading up to the Battle of Caporetto against the Italians in , and finally
the massive German Spring Offensive in against the British and French. German infiltration
tactics are sometimes called "Hutier tactics" by others, after Oskar von Hutier , the general
leading the German 18th Army , which had the farthest advance in that offensive. After a
stunningly rapid advance, the offensive failed to achieve a breakthrough ; German forces stalled
after outrunning their supply, artillery, and reinforcements, which could not catch up over the
shell-torn ground left ruined by Allied attacks in the Battle of the Somme in The exhausted
German forces were soon pushed back in the Allied Hundred Days Offensive, and the Germans
were unable to organise another major offensive before the war's end. In post-war years, other
nations did not fully appreciate these German tactical innovations amidst the overall German
defeat. Mines - tunnels under enemy lines packed with explosives and detonated - were widely
used in WWI to destroy or disrupt enemy's trench lines. Mining and counter-mining became a
major part of trench warfare. The dry chalk of the Somme was especially suited to mining, but
with the aid of pumps, it was also possible to mine in the sodden clay of Flanders. Specialist
tunneling companies, usually made up of men who had been miners in civilian life, would dig
tunnels under no man's land and beneath the enemy's trenches. The crater served two
purposes: it could destroy or breach the enemy's trench and, by virtue of the raised lip that they
produced, could provide a ready-made "trench" closer to the enemy's line. When a mine was
detonated, both sides would race to occupy and fortify the crater. If the miners detected an
enemy tunnel in progress, they would often counter-mine and try to drive a tunnel under the
enemy's tunnel in which they would detonate explosives to create a camouflet to destroy the
enemy's tunnel. Night raids were also conducted with the sole purpose of destroying the
enemy's mine workings. On occasion, mines would cross and fighting would occur
underground. The mining skills could also be used to move troops unseen. On one occasion a
whole British division was moved through interconnected workings and sewers without German
observation. The largest minesâ€”the Y Sap Mine and the Lochnagar Mine â€”each containing
24 tons of explosives, were blown near La Boiselle , throwing earth 4, feet into the air. The
average mine contained 21 tons of explosive and the largest, feet beneath Saint-Eloi , was twice
the average at 42 tons. As remarked by General Plumer to his staff the evening before the
attack:. The craters from these and many other mines on the Western Front are still visible
today. Two undetonated mines remained in the ground near Messines, with their location
mislaid after the war. One blew during a thunderstorm in ; the other remains in the ground.
World War I saw large-scale use of poison gasses. At the start of the war, the gas agents used
were relatively weak and delivery unreliable, but by mid-war advances in this chemical warfare
reached horrifying levels. The first methods of employing gas was by releasing it from a
cylinder when the wind was favourable. This was prone to miscarry if the direction of the wind
was misjudged. Also, the cylinders needed to be positioned in the front trenches where they
were likely to be ruptured by enemy bombardment. Later, gas was delivered directly to enemy
trenches by artillery or mortar shell, reducing friendly casualties significantly. Lingering agents
could still affect friendly troops that advanced to enemy trenches following its use. Early on,
soldiers made improvised gas masks by urinating on a handkerchief and putting it over their
nose and mouth so the urea would disable the poison. Armies rushed to issue regulation gas
masks as regular equipment for front line troops. Anti-gas equipment and procedures improved
significantly during the war, to the point that gas attacks had become less devastating at the
war's end. Several different gas agents were used. Tear gas was first employed in August by the
French, but this could only temporarily disable the enemy. Exposure to a large dose could kill,
and those not killed could suffer permanent lung damage. But the gas was easy to detect by
scent and sight. Phosgene , first used in December , was the most lethal killing gas of World
War I; it was 18 times more powerful than chlorine and much more difficult to detect. However,
the most effective gas was mustard gas , introduced by Germany in July Mustard gas was not
as fatal as phosgene, but it was hard to detect and lingered on the surface of the battlefield, so
could inflict casualties over a long period. Even if not inhaled, it could slowly burn the skin , but
quickly burned via the eyes or any wounds, causing blindness and intense suffering. Mustard
gas also had the property of being heavier than air, causing it to sink down hills and therefore
down into trenches. The added burden of long-term care of casualties from mustard gas

actually increased its overall effectiveness compared to more immediately lethal gas agents.
Tanks were developed by the British and French as a means to attack enemy trenches, by
combining heavy firepower machine guns or light artillery guns , protection from small-arms fire
armour , and battlefield mobility tracks. The British tanks were designed with a rhomboid shape,
to easily surmount barbed wire and other obstacles. They were first deployed in at the Battle of
the Somme in limited numbers, proving unreliable and ineffective at first, as mechanical and
logistical issues overshadowed implementing a coherent tank doctrine, with the additional
challenge of traversing ground torn apart by years of shell fire. At the First Battle of Cambrai in ,
improved tanks in larger numbers demonstrated the potential of tank warfare, though German
improvised anti-tank tactics , including using direct fire from field artillery, also proved effective.
By , tank capabilities and tactics improved, their numbers increased and, combined with French
tanks , finally helped break the stalemate. During the last days of the war, Allied forces harried
the Germans back using infantry supported by tanks and by close air support. By the war's end,
tanks become a significant element of warfare; the proposed British Plan would have employed
tanks as a primary factor in military strategy. However, the impact of tanks in World War I was
less than it could have been, due to their late introduction and the inherent issues that plague
implementing revolutionary technology. Between the two world wars many nations developed
their own unique tanks and divergent theories of tank tactics, including the UK, France, the
Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Japan, the US, and Italy. Though German tank development was
restricted by the terms of the treaty ending World War I , Germany successfully combined their
own tanks plus Czech tanks from occupied Czechoslovakia with infiltration tactics to produce
blitzkrieg during World War II. The Maginot Line was an extensive state-of-the-art defensive
system far superior to any previous trench system: a chain of massive constructions of
concrete, iron, and steel fortresses, bunkers, retractable turrets, outposts, obstacles, and
sunken artillery emplacements, linked by tunnel networks. It was supported by numerous
underground barracks, shelters, ammunition dumps and depots, with its own telephone
network and narrow gauge railways with armoured locomotives , backed up with heavy rail
artillery. French military experts placed high value on the line, saying it would curb German
aggression, as any invasion force would be halted long enough for French forces to mobilize
and counterattack. Furthermore, French military planning during the inter-war period believed
that the line would force the Germans to invade Belgium. This would allow any future conflict to
take place off of French soil. By bypassing the Maginot Line and fighting the Belgian Army, it
would allow the French military to move its best formations to counter. However, the Germans
had only recently changed their plans from what the French had anticipated would happen.
Instead of an attack through central Belgium, the main German attack was delivered through the
Ardennes forest. Inter-war French planning believed it would take the Germans 9 days to move
forces through this area, and that it could be held by small forces. The German forces outpaced
expectations and soon crossed into France between the main French forces and the Maginot
Line. They then advanced towards the English Channel, and surrounded the Anglo-French
armies. Small secondary German attacks concentrated at a few points in the Line had mixed
success. The bulk of the Maginot Line was untouched, its garrisons withdrawn, and flanked.
Due to the lack of combat, much of it has survived. The return of mobile warfare in World War II
reduced the emphasis of trench warfare, as defenders commonly lacked the time to build up
such battlefield defenses before they were forced to redeploy, due to the more rapidly-changing
strategic situation. More quickly improvised defensive fighting positions , using "scrapes" or
"foxholes", that can be supplemented by sand bags , local materials, debris, or rubble, remain
in common use. These are typically improved and expanded by the defenders, eventually
becoming full trench systems, if given enough time and resources. At the Battle of Sevastopol ,
Red Army forces successfully held trench systems on the narrow peninsula for several months
against intense German bombardment. The Western Allies in broke through the incomplete
Atlantic Wall with relative ease through a combination of amphibious landings, naval gunfire, air
attack, and airborne landings. Combined arms tactics where infantry, artillery, armour and
aircraft cooperate closely greatly reduced the importance of trench warfare. It was, however,
still a valuable method for reinforcing natural boundaries and creating a line of defence. For
example, at the Battle of Stalingrad , soldiers on both sides dug trenches within the ruins, as
well in the Battle of Hurtgen Forest , both American and German soldiers also dug trenches in
the rugged woods of the forest which lead to continuous stalemates and failed offensives that
lasted for months, which was reminiscent of the trench warfare of World War I. In addition,
before the start of the Battle of Kursk , the Soviets constructed a system of defence more
elaborate than any they built during World War I. These defences succeeded in stopping the
German armoured pincers from meeting and enveloping the salient. The Italian Campaign
fought from until the end of the war in Europe largely consisted of the Allies storming strongly

fortified German lines which stretched from one coast, over the mountains to the other coast.
When the Allies broke through one line, the Germans would retreat up the peninsula to yet
another freshly prepared fortified line. Entrenchment allowed the Germans, who were massively
outnumbered, to survive a bombardment from the largest concentration of artillery in history; as
the Red Army attempted to cross the marshy riverside terrain they lost tens of thousands of
casualties to the entrenched Germans before breaking through. During the Pacific War , the
Japanese used a labyrinth of underground fixed positions to slow down the Allied advances on
many Pacific Islands. The Japanese built fixed fortifications on Iwo Jima , Okinawa , and Peleliu
using a system of tunnels to interconnect their fortified positions. Many of these were former
mine shafts that were turned into defense positions. Engineers added sliding armored steel
doors with multiple openings to serve both artillery and machine guns. Cave entrances were
built slanted as a defense against grenade and flamethrower attacks. The caves and bunkers
were connected to a vast system throughout the defenses, which allowed the Japanese to
evacuate or reoccupy positions as needed, and to take advantage of shrinking interior lines.
This network of bunkers , tunnels, and pillboxes favored the defense. For instance, the
Japanese had on Battle of Iwo Jima several levels of honeycombed fortifications. The bunker
was 90 feet deep and had tunnels running in various directions. Approximately gallon drums
filled with water, kerosene, and fuel oil for generators were located inside the complex. Gasoline
powered generators allowed for radios and lighting to be operated underground. The Americans
eventually used flamethrowers and systematic hand-to-hand fighting to oust the defenders.
Navy and Marine Corps aviators throughout the entire battle. Trench warfare has been
infrequent in recent wars. When two large armoured armies meet, the result has generally been
mobile warfare of the type which developed in World War II. However, trench warfare
re-emerged in the latter stages of the Chinese Civil War Huaihai Campaign [ citation needed ]
and the Korean War from July to its end. During the Cold War, NATO forces routinely trained to
fight through extensive works called "Soviet-style trench systems", named after the Warsaw
Pact 's complex systems of field fortifications, an extension of Soviet field entrenching
practices for which they were famous in their Great Patriotic War the Eastern Front of World
War II. However, both countries often prepared entrenched defensive positions and tunnels to
protect and supply the cities and bases throughout the regions. Another problem and success
from both sides was their military mobility had reduced, drastically, due to hidden various land
mines , and with no firm or stable ground footing it was easy to slide down or even get buried in
a camouflaged anti-tank trench. Tactics used included trench warfare, machine gun posts,
bayonet charges, booby traps, use of barbed wire across trenches and on no-man's land ,
Iranian human wave attacks , and Iraq's extensive use of chemical weapons such as mustard
gas against Iranian troops. Although mainly a siege , it was not unusual to find an extensive
trench system inside and outside the city of Sarajevo during the siege of â€” It was used mainly
for transportation to the front-line or to avoid snipers inside the city. Another example of trench
stalemate was the Eritrean-Ethiopian War of â€” The widespread use of trenches has resulted in
comparisons of the conflict to the trench warfare of World War I. The element of surprise in the
attack involved the use of donkeys as pack animals as well as being a solely infantry affair, with
tanks coming in afterwards only to secure the area. The front line in Korea and the front lines
between Pakistan and India in Kashmir are two examples of demarcation lines which could
become hot at any time. They consist of kilometres of trenches linking fortified strongpoints
and in Korea surrounded by millions of land mines. The borders between Armenia , Republic of
Artsakh and Azerbaijan amid the ongoing Nagorno-Karabakh conflict are also heavily fortified
with trenches and barbed wire, with the two sides regularly trading fire. A recent example of
trench warfare is the War in Donbass. To consolidate and defend their territory, government and
rebel forces have dug trenches and have initiated warfare reminiscent of World War I, with
troops staying in and fighting from trenches for months at a time using cement mixers and
excavators at their lines for digging network tunnels and deep bunkers for protection. As a
result, both sides have dug elaborate networks of trenches and deep bunkers for protection.
Trench warfare has become a powerful symbol of the futility of war. Trench warfare is
associated with mass slaughter in appalling conditions. Many critics have argued that brave
men went to their deaths because of incompetent and narrow-minded commanders who failed
to adapt to the new conditions of trench warfare: class-ridden and backward-looking generals
put their faith in the attack, believing superior morale and dash would overcome the weapons
and moral inferiority of the defender. World War I generals are often portrayed as callously
persisting in repeated hopeless attacks against trenches. There were failures such as
Passchendaele, and Sir Douglas Haig has often been criticised for allowing his battles to
continue long after they had lost any purpose other than attrition. The problems of trench
warfare were recognised, and attempts were made to address them. These included

improvements in artillery, infantry tactics, and the development of tanks. By , taking advantage
of failing German morale, Allied attacks were generally more successful and suffered fewer
casualties; in the Hundred Days Offensive , there was even a return to mobile warfare. From
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Quantum foam , string. Wavelength of gamma rays and X-rays , hydrogen atom. DNA helix ,
virus , wavelength of optical spectrum. Bacterium , fog water droplet, human hair 's diameter
[note 1]. Mosquito , golf ball , domestic cat , violin , football. Piano , human , automobile , sperm
whale , football field , Eiffel Tower. The Moon , Earth, one light-second. Sun , one light-minute ,
Earth's orbit. Orbits of outer planets , Solar System. A light-year , the distance to Proxima
Centauri. Milky Way , distance to Andromeda Galaxy. Planck length ; typical scale of
hypothetical loop quantum gravity or size of a hypothetical string and of branes ; according to
string theory lengths smaller than this do not make any physical sense. Effective cross section
radius of 1 MeV neutrinos [2]. Preons , hypothetical particles proposed as subcomponents of
quarks and leptons; the upper bound for the width of a cosmic string in string theory. Effective
cross section radius of high-energy neutrinos [3]. Upper limit for the size of quarks and
electrons. Sensitivity of the LIGO detector for gravitational waves [4]. Upper bound of the typical
size range for "fundamental strings " [1]. Approximate proton radius [5]. Approximate limit of
the gluon -mediated color force between quarks [6] [7]. Effective cross section radius of an 11
MeV proton [8]. Classical electron radius [9]. Approximate limit of the meson -mediated nuclear

binding force [6] [7]. Diameter range of the atomic nucleus [1] [10]. Longest wavelength of
gamma rays. Distance between atomic nuclei in a white dwarf. Compton wavelength of electron.
Bohr radius radius of a hydrogen atom. Length of a typical covalent bond C â€”C. Average size
of the water molecule actual lengths may vary. Diameter of a carbon nanotube [12] Diameter of
smallest transistor gate as of [13]. Diameter of the DNA helix [14]. Length of a DNA turn 10 bp
[15]. Thickness of cell wall in Gram -negative bacteria [ citation needed ]. As of [update] , the 10
nanometre was the smallest semiconductor device fabrication node [16]. Flying height of the
head of a hard disk [17]. Wavelength of the Lyman-alpha line [18]. Typical diameter of the
human immunodeficiency virus HIV [19]. Approximate wavelength range of visible light [20].
Typical length of a bacterium [21]. Typical diameter of spider silk [22]. Typical size of a red
blood cell [23]. Width of transistors in the Intel , the world's first commercial microprocessor.
Width range of human hair [24]. Thickness of the central area of a human cornea [25]. Maximum
diameter of Thiomargarita namibiensis , the largest bacterium ever discovered as of [update].
Diameter of the projectile in 5. Diameter of a baseball , according to Major League Baseball
guidelines [27]. Diameter of a compact disk. Length of the longest pine cones, produced by the
sugar pine [28]. Average length of a rapier , a fencing sword [29]. See History of the metre for
previous definitions. Height of Robert Wadlow , tallest-known human being. Length of the
longest-known blue whale [31]. Height of the Niagara Falls [32]. Length of a typical football field.
Height present and original of the Great Pyramid of Giza. Height of the Eiffel Tower , one of the
famous monuments of Paris. Height of the Salto Angel , the world's highest free-falling waterfall
Venezuela. Length of the Three Gorges Dam , the largest dam in the world [33] [34]. Narrowest
width of the Strait of Messina , separating Italy and Sicily. Height of Mount Everest , the highest
mountain on Earth. Circumference of the Large Hadron Collider , as of May [update] the largest
and highest energy particle accelerator. The distance the IAU considers to be the limit to space ,
called the Karman line. Length of the Pyrenees , the mountain range separating Spain and
France. Greatest diameter of the dwarf planet Ceres. Diameter of dwarf planet Pluto , formerly
the smallest planet category [note 2] in the Solar System. Typical distance covered by the
winner of the 24 Hours of Le Mans automobile endurance race. Length of the Great Wall of
China. Approximate length of the two longest rivers, the Nile and the Amazon. Length of the
Trans-Canada Highway. Length of the Trans-Siberian Railway , longest in the world. Greatest
mileage ever recorded by a car 3. Approximately one light-minute. Estimated optical diameter of
VY Canis Majoris , one of the largest-known stars. Diameter of the Solar System as a whole [1].
Distance of the Voyager 1 spacecraft from Sun as of Oct [update] , the farthest man-made object
so far [37]. Estimated radius of the event horizon of the supermassive black hole in NGC , the
largest-known black hole to date. Size of the debris disk around the star 51 Pegasi [38]. Total
length of DNA molecules in all cells of an adult human body [ citation needed ]. Distance
traveled by light in vacuum in one year; at its current speed, Voyager 1 would need 17, years to
travel this distance. Distance to nearest star Proxima Centauri. As of March , distance to nearest
discovered extrasolar planet Alpha Centauri Bc. As of October , distance to nearest discovered
extrasolar planet with potential to support life as we know it Gliese d. Approximate radius of
humanity's radio bubble, caused by high-power TV broadcasts leaking through the atmosphere
into outer space. Distance to nearby solar twin HIP , a star with properties virtually identical to
our Sun [39]. Thickness of Milky Way Galaxy 's gaseous disk [42]. Distance to SN A , the most
recent naked eye supernova. Diameter of galactic disk of Milky Way Galaxy [43] [44] [45] [46].
Diameter of the low surface brightness disc halo of the giant spiral galaxy Malin 1. Radius of the
diffuse stellar halo of IC , one of the largest-known galaxies. Diameter of Local Group of
galaxies. Distance to Virgo cluster of galaxies. Diameter of the Lo
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cal Supercluster and the largest voids and filaments. End of Greatness. Diameter of the
Horologium Supercluster [47]. Diameter of the Piscesâ€”Cetus Supercluster Complex , the
supercluster complex where we live. Length of the Sloan Great Wall , a giant wall of galaxies
galactic filament [48]. Length of the Huge-LQG , a group of 73 quasars. Estimated light travel
distance to certain quasars. Length of the Herculesâ€”Corona Borealis Great Wall , a colossal
wall of galaxies, the largest and the most massive structure in the observable universe as of
Estimated light travel distance to GN-z11 , the most distant object ever observed. Approximate
diameter comoving distance of the visible universe [1]. According to the laws of probability, the
distance one must travel until one encounters a volume of space identical to our observable
universe with conditions identical to our own. Maximum size of universe after cosmological
inflation , implied by one resolution of the No-Boundary Proposal [52].

